Sprang

Flat warp or Circular warp? How to decide?

**Question #1**
Do you want to end up with **one piece**, or **two mirror-image pieces**?

- If you answer **one piece**
  then
go to Question #2

- If you want **two mirror-image pieces**
  then
  use Flat Warp
  See Note A

**Question #2**
Do you want the piece to be a **circuit**, or a **flat rectangle**?

- If you answer **Flat rectangle**
  then go to Question #3

- If you want a **circuit**, use Circular Warp
  For a Mobius strip, See Note B

**Question #3**
Do you want finished edges all around, or do you want fringes?

- **Finished edges**
  use Flat Warp

- **Fringes**
  use Circular Warp

  For ideas on creating vests see Note C.
**Note A**
Two separate pieces means you need to set up a flat warp, and work from the edges towards the middle. When you get near the middle, cut across the warp, separating the work into two pieces. Tie knots to secure the work.

This could be a pair of socks. or it could be a vest ... see Note C

**Note B**
To create a Mobius strip use flat warp to form a long, narrow strip. Then twist one end and sew the loops together.

**Note C**
Three Vest Designs

**Flat Warp**
Cut into two pieces, Front and back

Sew the loop ends together to form the shoulders creating a boat neckline. The cut ends form a fringe at the hem.

**Flat Warp**
All one piece

Work from hem towards the shoulders. Create a slit as you near the center (neckline). Chain across the shoulders.

**Circular Warp**
Begin at the shoulders with two separate warps. Join them at the base of the V neckline. Cut apart to form the hem.
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